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• Clinical Skills and compassionate care:

• Mortality / morbidity preventable in majority of cases examined (202 between 2009 and 2020)

• Care outside of national / local guidance 

• Poor care provided in many cases

• Lack of compassion / kindness in care delivery

• Insensitive . Inappropriate comments

• C section seen as a harmful option at times rather than a choice. 

• Poor quality or no risk / benefit discussion  - ability to make informed choices. 

• Workforce

• Inadequate establishments for midwifery and obstetrics

• Culture – team working, behaviours, management of inappropriate behaviours particularly in medical staffing, acceptance 
not challenge, lack of psychological safety, disparity in addressing concerns between nursing and medical (discipline v’s 
reflection)

• Staff survey results not acted on / accepted (almost half of staff reported bullying   harassment)

• Poor communications between teams including open criticism of each other / arguing in front of patients, demeaning 
comments between / about specialities within MDT



• Governance:

• Adequate team, structure and experience

• Floor to board sight and reporting 

• Poor quality investigations / reports

• Tick box actions

• Lack of embedding learning / repeated mistakes 

• Challenging to escalate / fear of retributions for escalation

• Blame culture and often focussed on midwives

• Lack of openness and transparency with staff and with patients – lack of DOC

• Lack of compassion, kindness when dealing with families

• Board:

• Dilution of information

• Lack of detailed scrutiny

• Lack of acceptance of findings of both internal escalation and external reports (at board and within clinical groups)

• Lack of engagement with various regulatory bodies- defensiveness, lack of information sharing 

• Overwhelming regulation  - lack of clarity and oversight, lack of joining the dots 

• Heroic leadership – frequent replacement of those thought to be failing rather than addressing root causes

• Seen as victims of geography and estate 

This report has made 4 general recommendations as it is clear the approach of previous reports has not 
driven the required change. 



Reading the signals – meaningful data:
• generation of measures that are meaningful (that is, related clearly and straightforwardly to 

outcomes); 

• risk adjustable (that is, they take into account the complexity of work in a unit and its effect on 
outcomes);

• available (that is, they can be garnered from among the array of data already routinely collected, 
as we have no desire to suggest any data returns additional to the large array currently required).

• must also be timely.

• There are sound, statistically based approaches to detecting the signal among the noise, and 
presenting this graphically to show not only the level of variation but also the significant trends 
and outliers in the form of statistical process control charts and funnel plots



Standards of clinical behaviour – technical care is not 
enough
• Compassionate care lies at the heart of clinical practice for all healthcare staff. If some are able to lose sight of that, then it 

needs to be re-established and re-emphasised. Every interaction with a patient, mother and family must be based on 
kindness and respect. This will not be achieved through well-meaning exhortation in classrooms or by professional leaders, 
but through the attitudes and daily behaviour of clinicians themselves, at every level but most particularly those in more 
senior positions who are role models for less experienced staff.

• Professional behaviour and compassionate care must be embedded as part of continuous professional development, at all 
levels. It must not be something learned during the earlier academic stages of training, only to be forgotten later.

• Reasonable and proportionate sanctions are required for employers and professional regulators so that poor behaviour 
can be addressed before it becomes embedded and intractable. 

• The importance of listening to patients must be re-established as a vital part of clinical practice. This will require it to be 
embedded not only in continuous professional development, but also in the academic components of early training.



Flawed teamworking – pulling in different 
directions
• We need to find a stronger basis for teamworking in maternity and neonatal services, based on an integrated service and workforce with 

common goals, and a shared understanding of the individual and unique contribution of each team member in achieving them. Crucially, 
this must be based on an explicit understanding of the contribution of different care pathways and when and how they are best offered. 

• National guidance on this must be the same for all staff involved, and not suggest that there are different objectives for obstetricians and 
midwives. 

• Teams who train together work better together. The most frequent claim of joint training is that it is used in emergency drill training. This is 
very valuable, but it is not enough. There are opportunities at every stage of training – from undergraduate education onwards – not only 
to increase understanding of others’ roles and responsibilities, but also to become used to working with other disciplines and the 
contributions they make.

• We need to re-evaluate the changed patterns of working and training for junior doctors, and in particular how the unintended 
consequences of fragmentation of work and lack of support can be avoided or mitigated.



Organisational behaviour – looking good 
while doing badly
• The default response of almost every organisation subject to public scrutiny or criticism is to think first of managing its reputation, as is 

evident from a great many instances within the NHS and much more widely. 

• The balance of incentives for organisations needs to be changed. The need for openness, honesty, disclosure and learning must outweigh 
any perceived benefit of denial, deflection and concealment. The current small risk to an organisation does not match the risk of loss of 
public confidence in one of its vital services.

• It is time to introduce legislation to oblige public bodies and officials to make all of their dealings, with families and with official bodies, 
honest and open. This has previously been outlined in a Public Authority (Accountability) Bill, known colloquially as the “Hillsborough Law”

• When families experience harm, the response must be based on compassion and kindness as well as openness and honesty. Healthcare
organisations have a lasting duty of care to those affected.

• A review of the regulatory approach to failing organisations by NHSE would identify alternatives to the “heroic leadership” model, including 
the provision of support to trusts in difficulties and incentives for organisations to ask for help rather than conceal problems. The 
identification of problems should not be seen as a sign of individual or collective failure, but as a sign of readiness to learn.



Next Steps:

• Trust level:
• Every Trust and ICB to review the findings of this report at its next public board meeting

• Boards to be clear about the action they will take, and how effective assurance 
mechanisms are at ‘reading the signals’. 

• National Level:
• In 2023 we will publish a single delivery plan for maternity and neonatal care which will bring 

together action required following this report, the report into maternity services at 
Shrewsbury and Telford NHS Foundation Trust, and NHS Long-Term Plan and Maternity 
Transformation Programme deliverables. 

• The publication of the delivery plan should not delay your acting in response to this report 
and the actions you are taking in response to the report of the independent investigation at 
Shrewsbury and Telford NHS Foundation Trust. Immediate and sustainable action will save 
lives and improve the care and experience for women, babies and their families. 
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